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Stealth Single Zone
Custom-Made Comfort

Brilliant Solutions for Any Ductless Need

ACiQ is revolutionizing the heating and cooling
industry with its functionality and custom-made
comfort to tailor to any mini split application.

From intelligent adjustments to customizable settings,
ACiQ mini splits allow you to choose how you want to
intelligently bring superior comfort to any space.

Intelligent Remote and On-Unit Display
The included wireless remote brings intelligence to
your system's control with many intelligent modes to
choose from and an integrated LCD screen to help you
navigate them. On the unit, there is an LED display that
shows any error codes and the temperature as desired.

Buy Smarter, Save Longer
All ACiQ mini splits utilize high-efficiency rotary
compressors and DC inverter-driven motors that
allow each system to achieve up to 19 SEER.

Durable Golden-Fin Condenser Coating

Low Temperature Operation

All ACiQ condensers have multiple parts that are coated
in Golden-Fin technology, allowing the condenser to be
resistant to corrosion, rust, and general wear-and-tear.

ACiQ brings stealth technology and a high efficiency
to low temperature applications with each system's
ability to heat and cool easily down to -4°F.

Stealth Single Zone

The Stealth Edge
ACiQ systems introduce a new way to heat and cool. With you in mind, ACiQ
Stealth mini splits are engineered with a high efficiency, quiet operation, and
wide operation range. Combined with a 5 year parts and 10 year compressor
warranty, Stealth is the intelligent system to make you comfortable.

Suitable. Period.
ACiQ utilizes state-of-the-art technology to be suitable
for almost any standard mini split installation. Every
feature is designed to keep you comfortable in almost
any space, in almost any climate.

Comfort Gained by Intelligence
Every part of ACiQ systems are specifically designed to
make your experience with in-home comfort better.
From each system's inverter-driven motors to its
intelligent controls, every step of the design process
leads to you taking full control of your space's comfort,
making ACiQ the intelligent decision for any space.

